Property Address:
228 University Dr
Menlo Park, CA 94025

Upper Hall

Closet
40' x 5'11"

MIBATH
7'6" x 10'1"

Micloset
7'10" x 9'3"

Master Bedroom
10'0" x 25'6"

Closet
6'11" x 13'8"

Total interior square footage on page: 608 sf

The interior square footage listed is living space only and is not taxable square footage.
Property Address:
228 University Dr
Menlo Park, CA 94025

Total interior square footage on page: 100 sf
The interior square footage listed is living space only and is not taxable square footage
Property Address:
228 University Dr
Menlo Park, CA 94025

BONUS
157 x 115

GARAGE
20’ x 27’3

Total interior square footage on page: 175 sf
The interior square footage listed is living space only and is not saleable square footage.